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entirely new discovery, but an enlightened and persevering appli-
cation of truths already known. Patience, observation, the philoso-
phic study of the processes of the human mind, have made him
realize what is elementary in thoughts and what follows naturally
in their development. He has pushed further than anyone else
the theory and practice of graduation in teaching. His method
has been applied with success to grammar, geography, and music.
Such was the primary virtue of the Pestalozzi system; other
noticeable characteristics were that it was practised—in theory,
at any rate—in his school without the use of punishments or
rewards (as a matter of fact, he did use corporal punishment,
but always shook hands afterwards); and that charges were
low, so that the common people could afford to have their
sons educated. Pestalozzi's complete loyalty to his ideal, his
obvious genuineness and simplicity of spirit, attracted and kept
round him a corps of teachers who laboured with disinterested
devotion for the good of their pupils. Fichte, the patriotic
German philosopher, said that he looked for the regeneration
of the German nation from the institute of Pestalozzi. When,
after the disaster and downfall of the old Prussian state at Jena,
Stein and his far-seeing colleagues were working at their great
reforms the Prussian Government sent seventeen persons to
Yverdon to study Pestalozzi's method.
Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi was born at Zurich on January 12,
1745, of an old Protestant family. He lost his father early, and
was brought up partly by women and partly by an uncle who
was a Protestant pastor at Hongg, in charming country, three
miles from Zurich. Throughout his life Pestalozzi was deeply
religious; he was a true Christian.
Zurich in the eighteenth century had an academy or
university. In the middle of the century Wolff, Professor of
Philosophy there, had aroused enthusiasm for a c return to
nature/ for simplicity of manners, and for a ' renewing * of
German literature—for Zurich was a German-speaking town.
Pestalozzi, a student in the Academy, felt the call of this early
'romantic morcment,* and was furither inspired by Johann
Jakob Bodmer, Professor of History and Politics, who upheld

